
Rimbo (SE)

Somewhere over the RINGBO 2

A welcoming central square A lively main street
A vibrant central square benefits from the direct connection to the 
multifunctional hub. The new urban blocks with active plinths create 
a lively human-scale densified centre, welcoming diverse groups of 
people who use it simultaneously.

Rimbo currently lacks a clear structure and urban hierarchy. A ring that 
encircles the central Garden City area is created by taking advantage 
of the voids generated by the waterfront in the South, the burying of 
electrical lines in the West and the old railway in the East.

The ring connects all scales and provides a structure for densification 
and for human-scale proximity. It is a clear gesture that maximises the 
resilience of the entire town by encouraging maximum biodiversity and 
a variety of programs and lifestyles. 

Green-blue transversal connections intersect with the main street 
organizing and segmenting the urban fabric into distinct Superblocks.  
Each Superblock allows for a different style of living, always following 
the Garden City principles while adapting to higher density models.

A circular route provides easy access to essential facilities and natural 
areas by foot or bike. Carefully organized, this diverse sequence of 
spaces creates an exciting and pleasant journey for everyday life, 
encouraging people to explore and enjoy Rimbo. 

Nodes with large-scale town 
facilities are created in the 
intersections with the main roads 
and infrastructure. 

All other neighbourhood-scale 
programs are placed along the ring.

The ring will be a biodiversity 
conduit, connecting diverse 
transversal natural spaces and 
reducing the car mobility.

Nature and culture will be 
embedded into the urban fabric.

The ring will concentrate dense 
housing developments providing a 
wide range of lifestyles. 

Each development will have direct 
access to nature and proximity to 
social facilities. 
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Pollinator garden
Forest plantation

Hospital centre
Arts centre
Housing blocksHealth square

Edible gardens

Sports arena

Clearing

Innovation square

Wadi

Urban village
Skatepark
Greenhouse
Shopping center

Mixed forest

Community huts 
Recycling centre
Agriculture centre 
Agriculture fields

Agriculture

multifunctional hub
“the new town hall” 

A clear structure: RINGBO An open system for diversity A backbone for vibrant life
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